Introduction
The senpai-kōhai 'senior-junior' relationship in Japan is conventionally governed by expectations regarding language use. The kōhai speaks to their senpai in keigo, or honorific language, and the senpai returns the kōhai's respect by, among other things, taking care of their subordinate. It is a vertical relationship that reflects a fundamental difference in status.
The senpai is older than the kōhai (changes in modern society notwithstanding), and almost always entered the school or company in question before the kōhai (Sano 2014) . In practice, this gives the senpai more knowledge and experience than the kōhai, granting them the position of leadership. Due to the higher status of senpai, kōhai are expected to use honorific language when talking to senpai. Other concomitant expectations include not disrupting interpersonal harmony by outwardly stating their opinions (especially if there is a chance that it could contradict the senpai) or otherwise embarrassing their senpai (Reizei 2012) . While there are rigid expectations for kōhai to abide by these cultural norms, they also benefit by Contemporary Attitudes Towards the Senpai-Kōhai Relationship Michiko Yoshinaga 5 being recipients of amae, or dependence, from senpai. Senpai are expected to look after their kōhai and act as role models (Takeishi 2010) .
Literature Review
It is often said that Japan is a collectivistic culture, and that people tend to prefer working in groups and blending in, not wanting to be the odd one out (Lebra 1976) . In fact there is a saying that the nail that sticks out gets hammered down (Deru kugi wa utareru).
Concepts such as wa (harmony), amae (dependence), enryo (restraint), and kaizen (selfimprovement) all play roles in maintaining a productive and peaceful society. The senpaikōhai relationship embodies aspects of all these concepts in a web where one concept cannot exist without another. For example, amae as a cultural construct of relying on another for their superior wisdom and experience relies on a fundamental difference in status between two parties. Similarly, the senpai-kōhai relationship underlies wa. Creighton (1998) and Sano (2014) agree that the senpai-kōhai relationship is important as it allows kōhai to depend on their senpai to take care of them, which plays a crucial role in maintaining group harmony (another highly valued attribute of groups in Japan). Since the senpai typically have more knowledge and experience regarding the functioning of the organization in question, they have the upper hand when it comes to leadership and decision making. As kōhai are subordinates, they can have a sense of guiltless Contemporary Attitudes Towards the Senpai-Kōhai Relationship Michiko Yoshinaga 6 reliance on the senpai and learn by watching how their seniors approach a given chore. This dependence, or amae, on the senpai, as well as the kōhai's usage of honorific language (keigo) to the senpai maintain a sense of interpersonal harmony (wa), aiding both a sense of connectivity as well as efficiency. Amae is seen by many scholars including Heine et al (2000) , Reizei (2012) , and Takeishi (2010) as an important factor in maintaining harmony on many fronts in Japan, most especially that between senpai and kōhai. If senpai do their duty of taking care of the kōhai by helping them with a wide range of tasks, the kōhai are expected to return the favor with loyalty and respect (which are reflected in how the kōhai speak and interact with the senpai).
Furthermore, senpai are expected to take leadership roles in organizing events, meetings, etc. (Creighton 1998; Miller 2013; Takeishi 2010) , especially when it comes to club activities in schools. It should be noted that this senpai-kōhai socialization begins in earnest in junior high school (as my data sample also reflects). Takeishi further emphasizes that activities are led by senpai with "little input" from kōhai. Miller stresses the importance of the senpai-kōhai relationship in not only club activities (junior high school through college), but the work world as well. Creating what anthropologists call "fictional" familytype bonds and promoting harmony and inner-group respect are important cultural values in Japanese society (Miller 2013) . These bonds are part of the concept uchi, or in-group, where members of the same group or cause work together. In turn, adherence to the senpai-kōhai Contemporary Attitudes Towards the Senpai-Kōhai Relationship Michiko Yoshinaga 7 relationship can enhance this sense of harmony and respect (Sano 2014) .
Tying in with the importance of wa, Heine et. al. (2000) suggest that although many Westerners believe that there is a universal necessity of positive self-regard in terms of boosting one's efficiency, the Japanese seem to require a positive view from others rather than from oneself. This manifests itself when Japanese aim for approval through selfimprovement as opposed to self-enhancement. Within Japanese society outward promotion of self is frowned upon as it interferes with group harmony. In fact, self-criticism is often seen as beneficial as it requires self-reflection and evaluation, showing not only one's humility but also the willingness to show one's imperfections. So rather than showing confidence in one's abilities to do things individually, Japanese tend to work in groups, learning from others' experiences and wisdom. Rohlen (1979) describes wa as a crucial connector that helps show the group/organization's strengths. Working harmoniously in a group while discreetly working to improve oneself through the process of improving one's own abilities and skills (改善 kaizen), Rohlen and Heine et. al. argue, the organization is made stronger as a direct result of group effort and teamwork.
When both senpai and kōhai work together toward a common goal, although their jobs and responsibilities may differ, they both have an obligation to each other, and when both respond to each other appropriately, group harmony is maintained, mutual respect is attained, and the group can continue to grow. Thus the importance of this relationship cannot be overstated.
Research Questions
The importance of the senpai-kōhai relationship in Japanese society motivated me to study contemporary attitudes towards the senpai-kōhai relationship and its relevance to current thesis. Due to the informal nature of the survey, there are weaknesses in using it as a data sample. One of the biggest weaknesses in the survey is the flawed nature of some of the questions. For example, one of the questions is, "In terms of Japan, do you think the senpaikōhai relationship is necessary?" The issue with this question is that no social convention is "necessary"; in terms of Japan, the senpai-kōhai relationship is important, but I ascribe too much importance to it if I ask about its "necessity." Another weakness is in regards to the fact that my data sample includes primarily people I know on a personal level -I chose both people who lived/studied abroad as well as people who spent most of their lives in Japan (having only been outside to travel). There are some exceptions but at the time I was actively getting informants, I was researching a different topic that prompted me to pursue the survey less objectively. Thus the sample cannot be said to be representative or randomly selected in terms of any demographic factors (such as age, gender, dialect, social class, etc.). It nonetheless generated responses that can be analyzed qualitatively and perhaps lay the foundation for more systematic controlled research to follow.
Results

Analyzing the Data
The data, which can be found in Appendix A, are formatted according to Questions numbered 1-10, with Responses from each respondent numbered 1-33 following each question. The raw data are untranslated and identifying information of the individual has been removed.
Data used in this thesis to answer the research questions were pulled by the author from the sample because of their relevance to the topic and sub-topics. At the time the questionnaire was distributed, since the topic of study was not finalized, some questions were rendered irrelevant to the current area of study. The full questionnaire is in Appendix B following the raw data. I used Google Docs for distribution of the questionnaire and collection of responses. I transcribed the raw data (Appendix A) into Google Docs.
While the raw data seen in Appendix A are untranslated, data used in the results section were translated by the author. This is because I deemed certain responses to be reflective of the topics I was discussing. My methodology for translating responses is to convey as much information as possible without being untrue to the respondent's original intents. It should be noted, however, that the word 上下関係（jōge kankei）which is often defined as a "hierarchical relationship," is transcribed as "vertical relationship" for the purposes of this thesis. This is in an effort to avoid the social connotations of "hierarchy" in Contemporary Attitudes Towards the Senpai-Kōhai Relationship Michiko Yoshinaga 11
English. I wish to reflect the fact that the senpai-kōhai affiliation reflects a fundamental difference in status between people, as opposed to being a power-based relationship.
What are Contemporary Attitudes Toward the Senpai-Kōhai Relationship?
Data collected from my questionnaire show a wide range of opinions in regard to the senpai-kōhai relationship. When I asked the question 先輩後輩関係についてどう思いま すか？(Q1: What do you think of the senpai-kōhai relationship?）There were many interpretations of the question itself. Some people gave their personal opinions of the senpaikōhai relationship while others gave context as to why they think the relationship is important or valuable to Japanese society. Some discussed how they view the relationship individually while others discussed the philosophical importance of the relationship. There was both positive and negative evaluation of the term, and the responses also show evidence of ambivalence (as I will discuss later in this section).
Thirteen (13) informants (Question 1 Responses 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 14, 20, 21, 23, 24, 28, 29, and 32) reported that they thought the senpai-kōhai relationship was either "important," "necessary," or "valuable." One response stood out to me as being particularly reflective of the senpai-kōhai relationship:
I think there are a lot of things one can learn just by having the senpai-kōhai relationship. I think it's really necessary to know how to deal with one's senpai and kōhai since Japan is a seniority-based society. Also, I think it's a good thing that there are senpai that you admire or are the "ideal image" of a senpai and that they become a goal (for how you want to be as a senpai), and that there is something you can teach your kōhai so they look up to you. I think it's an important existence (position) as it allows you as a person to improve (Q1 R3).
This response reflects the importance of the relationship to Japanese society, and how the Responses like these were also common when I had conversations with friends about the senpai-kōhai relationship. One thing I was told frequently after someone had taken my questionnaire was that my questions made them think about the senpai-kōhai relationship in a way they never had before; they had to actually think about a relationship that is considered so straightforward and natural that no one actually talks about it beyond middle school age.
However, despite the optimistic views of the relationship, there were also some less positive responses. The following are responses that reflect negative thoughts about the senpai-kōhai relationship: In conversations, just as I heard positive comments, I also heard opinions from people who view the senpai-kōhai relationship more negatively. That is, both the data I collected through the questionnaire, as well as conversations I had with friends reflect that while a majority of people tend to view the senpai-kōhai relationship positively, about 40% have some negative thoughts about the relationship.
Is the Senpai-Kōhai Relationship Important to Japanese Society?
In my survey I asked the question 日本において、先輩後輩関係は必要だと思い ますか。また、それは何故ですか。(Q2: In terms of Japan, do you think the senpai-kōhai relationship is necessary? Why or why not?). An overwhelming majority (79%  26/33 people) of respondents answered that they think the senpai-kōhai relationship is necessary to Japanese society. Additionally, 3 people (9%) said it was not necessary, and the remaining 4 (12%) said that they could neither say it was necessary nor unnecessary.
Of those who view the senpai-kōhai relationship as necessary, two frequent comments stand out: 1. the senpai-kōhai relationship is an important factor in harmonious relations with colleagues; and 2. it is a relationship that has played a major role in Japanese society for a long time. Respondents tend to associate the senpai-kōhai relationship with human relations (how people interact with each other) in the workplace or with the social circle running smoothly (an example of wa); that is, the workplace or circle runs smoothly because there are cultural guidelines for how people are supposed to act.
On the other hand, among those who think the senpai-kōhai relationship is not necessary, one person said, "Although I don't remember any merits of having the senpaikōhai relationship, there are a lot of demerits such as bullying and the fact that you really can't say your opinion, so I really can't say it [the senpai-kōhai relationship] is necessary," Although it is not entirely necessary, we've had the relationship up until now so I don't think it will ever disappear. In Japan we respect people above us, so I think the senpaikōhai relationship is indispensable.
Of these four responses, two cite that society is better off as a whole with the inclusion of the senpai-kōhai relationship, and this ties in with the respondents who view the senpai-kōhai relationship as necessary: the senpai-kōhai relationship helps Japanese society run better.
Is there Evidence of Ambivalence?
Ambivalent attitudes were included at the beginning of the Contemporary Attitudes section, but I will give more detail in this section. I interpret their final comment (they do not like that people are ranked and leveled according to age, but doing so helps manage the organization) to mean that "while I do not always like or agree with the senpai-kōhai relationship I do acknowledge its ability to help organizations run smoothly." Additionally, one respondent mentioned that while they thought the senpai-
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kōhai relationship was necessary, they do not think it is necessary to restrain their true feelings (be overly reserved or cautious about how to address) toward a senpai who has no skills or abilities compared to the individual (Q2 R24). So while they view the senpai-kōhai relationship itself as a necessity, they do not believe in going above and beyond the call of duty for everyone; there are exceptions.
When does Consciousness Begin?
In order to pinpoint an approximate starting point and determine whether my data had senpai. Even in elementary school I did club activities, but during that time I didn't really become aware of the senpai-kōhai relationship. In junior high school club activities, however, there was a rule that when we saw senpai we had to stop , bow, and greet them, and because of that kind of special behavior I became conscious of the senpai-kōhai relationship, (Q4 R4).
Once students become conscious of the senpai-kōhai relationship, it will be with them for the rest of their life. The behavior described above is not unusual and stays relatively the same (different schools and clubs have different rules about the specific behavior students should partake in) even through college and on into the working world.
It is interesting, however, that there are respondents who say that they became conscious of the senpai-kōhai relationship either before or after junior high school. Of the 5 respondents who did not become conscious of the relationship in junior high school, 2 (6%) became aware of the senpai-kōhai relationship in elementary school, 2 (6%) became aware of it in high school, and 1 (3%) lived abroad until college so did not experience the senpai-kōhai relationship until college.
One student pointed out that s/he became conscious of showing manners to people older than oneself (did not then know the terms senpai and kōhai but was actively taught to treat upperclassman differently than children of the same age) in elementary school. She wrote, "Although it's usual that from the time of junior high school on to use the terms "senpai" and "kōhai," I was careful to show proper etiquette and watch the way I talk around older students from the time I was in elementary school," (Q4 R12).
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How do People Perceive the Senpai-Kōhai Relationship to be Recognized
Linguistically?
The first and arguably most obvious sign of people perceiving the senpai-kōhai relationship is addressed in question 7 (普段あなたは先輩にどうやって話しかけますか。ど の程度の距離感で接しますか。 For you personally, when you determine someone is your senpai, how do you talk to them? How polite are you?). The majority of respondents answered that they talk to their senpai using keigo and often that the first thing they do upon seeing senpai is greet them. This signals that people are recognizing the senpai-kōhai relationship through behavior and language use. Since the majority of respondents stated they talk to their senpai using keigo, I argue that, at least in the school setting, listeners can identify senpai and kōhai just by hearing speech patterns and watching behavioral interaction.
If someone is using honorific language to someone else (and the other person is speaking casually), it can be concluded that the individual using keigo is the kōhai, whereas the one speaking casually is the senpai. While this is not a fool-proof way to identify who is who, the tone, specific language use, and level of reserve and restraint all aid in identifying the senpai and kōhai. Tying into language use are behavioral patterns. If one person seems to either linguistically and/or physically restrain themselves, it may indicate their position as a kōhai.
Since most people perceive the senpai-kōhai relationship through keigo usage, I think it is also important to show exceptions to this convention. Questions 8 (Are there senpai you can talk to without using keigo? If yes, how did you establish that relationship? Also, even if you don't use keigo to them, do you still feel they are superior to you?) and 9 (Do you have kōhai who don't use keigo to you? If yes, did that kōhai use keigo in the beginning? Also, around when did they stop using keigo?) showcase examples of people who are outside the social norm of using keigo to senpai.
48.5% (16/33 people) stated that they have a senpai they do not use keigo to and the number one reason cited was that they (they and their senpai) were childhood friends and spoke casually to each other long before they became conscious of the senpai-kōhai relationship. So while they view the senpai as superior, they still report using casual speech patterns. Over half (51.5%  17/33 people) do not have a senpai they speak casually to.
Additionally, 11 out of 33 respondents (33%) stated they have kōhai who do not use keigo to them. The most common reason offered is that they became close with their kōhai and either told the kōhai it was okay not to use keigo or the kōhai just eventually stopped using keigo. Not surprisingly, the majority of people (67%  22/33 people) said they do not have kōhai who do not use keigo to them. I expected this answer because once people become conscious of the senpai-kōhai relationship (and consequently start abiding by its social conventions), people tend to adhere to the accepted convention where kōhai use keigo to senpai.
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Finally, since the majority of people do not speak casually to senpai or have kōhai who speak casually to them, I argue that most people adhere to accepted conventions around the senpai-kōhai relationship. This is reflected in the responses to question 10 (あなたは、 後輩があなたに敬語を使う事を期待しますか。Do you expect kōhai to use keigo to you?). 55% of people (18/33) expect their kōhai to use keigo when addressing them, 33% (11/33) do not expect it, and only 12% are undecided in some aspect or another.
The fact that the majority of people recognize the senpai-kōhai relationship through keigo usage and expect kōhai to use keigo to them shows that a key behavioral correlate of the senpai-kōhai relationship is keigo usage. Keigo is an important part of the Japanese language, so it is understandable that most people will grow up connecting keigo with showing respect and reverence to those who are older.
Limitations
Limitations of my research include a weakness of the data sample. I only have 33 responses from people mainly based in Tokyo and surrounding areas. Data from elsewhere in Japan would give a better idea of how universal attitudes are. The age range of participants was also limited. Respondents were primarily college students with only a couple of high school students. In order to paint a clear picture of contemporary Japanese attitudes towards the senpai-kōhai relationship, a wider range of participants from middle school to working Contemporary Attitudes Towards the Senpai-Kōhai Relationship Michiko Yoshinaga 23 adults is needed. Socioeconomic class was also not considered, but future research might examine whether class is a factor in contemporary attitudes. Needless to say, this project was carried out without funding. Proper funding could help increase the data sample by allowing me to make advertisements to have people take a survey or further be included in research by means of case studies. This could also aid in travel to help widen the data sample by having people of all ages in all prefectures respond. Furthermore, as participants in research are conventionally rewarded with a small token of appreciation (such as a pen or keychain), funding could help provide these gifts.
Conclusion
The senpai-kōhai relationship plays a role in the individual's educational, professional, and personal life from a very young age. The importance this relationship has within society makes it a relevant topic of study as there are relatively limited studies on the senpai-kōhai relationship's importance to Japanese society, or attitudes about the relationship.
It is easy to understand why there are not many studies regarding attitudes about the senpaikōhai relationship, as attitudes are hard to access. The senpai-kōhai relationship is inextricably tied to ideology and the government, schools, and workplaces put emphases on people abiding by social conventions. Thus, individual thoughts and attitudes are hard to access.
While there are many limitations to my research, including flaws in the survey instrument, I hope my research will shed light on how young Japanese people view the relationship, as well as spark further interest in pursuing this topic with sound research methodology. I also hope that my research will provide insight into our understanding of the senpai-kōhai relationship. 
